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Arlene Kwasniak*

Slow on the Trigger: The Department
of Fisheries and Oceans, the Fisheries
Act and the Canadian Environmental
AssessmentAct

The federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans plays an Important role in
protecting fish and fish habitat in Canada, primarily under the Fisheries Act.
Section 5 of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act requires an
environmental assessment when the Department takes certain actions under the
Fisheries Act. In the past few years environmental interests have taken the
Department to task claiming that it has circumvented assessment. The alleged
circumvention occurs when proponents of projects that will harm fish habitat, in
consultation with the Department, revamp the project to avoid harm, and the
Department issues a letter of advice to the proponent The Department contends
that in these circumstances no assessment is triggered. The author argues that,
notwithstanding the Department's position, this course of action triggers an
environmental assessment The article concludes with suggestions on how to
facilitate the Department's compliance
Le minist~re federal des P6ches et des Oceans joue un r6le important dans la
protection des poissons et de leur habitat au Canada, principalement sous le
regime de la Loi sur la peche Larticle 5 de la Loi canadienne sur Il6valuation
environnementale exige la r6alisation dune evaluation environnementale chaque
fois que le ministere pose certains gestes en vertu de la Loi sur la peche. Au
cours des dernieres ann6es, des personnes et des groupes qui s'int6ressent i
Ienvironnementont adress6 des reproches au ministere, alleguant qu'il contourne
les dispositions de la loi relatives a Ievaluation environnementale. Le
contournement reproche se produirait lorsque le promoteur d'un projet nuisible
pour Ihabitat du poisson, en consultation avec le ministere lui delivre ensuite
une lettre de recommandation Le ministere pretend que dans de telles
circonstances, il n'y aucune obligation de realiser une 6valuation
environnementale. L'autere allegue que contrairement aux pretentions du
ministere, cette fagon de faire declenche une evaluation environnementale. En
conclusion, elle suggere des fa ons pour le ministere de se conformer aux
dispositions de la Ioi.

Assistant Professor of Law, Faculty of Law, University of Calgary.
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Introduction
The federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) plays a critical
role in protecting fish and fish habitat in Canada. The DFO carries out this
role primarily under the Fisherics -ict.' By performing certain duties and
functions pursuant to the Fishcric,\ Act the DFO triggers the requirements
for a federal environmental assessment under the Canadian Environnmental Asscssmcnt .- ct' (CEAA). In the last few years environmental
interests ha\e taken the DFO to task for allegedly, as a matter of policy,
attempting to circumvent the provisions of the FisheriesAct that trigger an
ens ironmental assessment under the CEAA. The main such provision is
section 35. Subsection 35( 1) makes it an offence to carry on any work or
undertaking that results in a harmful alteration, disruption, or destruction
of fish habitat, commonly known as a "HADD" of fish habitat. Subsection
35(2) states that no one commits an offence under subsection 35(1 ) if the
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans (the Minister) has authorized the HADD
of fish habitat. Engaging subsection 35(2) "triggers" a requirement for an
environmental assessment under the CEAA.N.
The Friends of the West Country Association, an Alberta environmental organization, has taken the \Minister to the federal court challenging the
Minister's interpretation of the relationship between subsection 35(2) of
the Fisheries Act and the CEAA.) They claimed that the Minister's not
engaging subsection 35(2) and triggering the CEAA when presented with
a project that clearly \\ould result in a HADD of fish habitat was ultra
vires. The action was subsequently discontinued because an environmental assessment was triggered under another Act.5
The Friends of the Oldman, another Alberta environmental organization, made a submission known as the "Oldman I1Submission," under the

I. R.S C. 1985 c. F-14 [FisheriesAct).
2.

S.C. 1992, c. 37 [CEti].

3. The CEAA is triggered because ss. 35(2) of the Fisheries.ct isincluded in the Laii List Regiilations, S.OR./1)94-63h, Schedule 1,s.2. s.6(11) [Law List Regulations]. Part I of this article
explains the triggenng process.
Friends of the West Country -ssn. % Canada (Minister of Fisheries and Oceans), [1997] F.C.J.
4.
no. 556, 130 F.T.R. 223 [Friends of the ;lieu Country].

5.
See also discussion in Part Ill. On June 27, 2004, Dr. Martha Kostuch, a principal of the applicant, advised by email that the reason %shythe applicant discontinued the application was that in this
Prosituation, an environmental assessment was triggered under section 5 of the Nuvigahle ilHiers
tection Act and therefore, this was not a good test case to determine the vires of issuing a Letter of
Advice under the FisheriesAct.
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\'orth .lnwrican ,.rcement on Environmental Cooperation" in which they

alleged that the Government of Canada w'as "failing to apply, comply with
and enforce the habitat protection provisions of the Fisheries Act and the
CEA."" The North

,'rt't'tdlnt on
onerican
Environmental

Cooperation

("N\AAEC") is the environmental side agreement established under the
\Vorth American Free Trade .4greemcnt (NAFTA).' Articles 14 and 15 of

the \A:\EC provide for a process that allo%%s residents of NAFTA member
countries to file submissions to the Secretariat of the Commission for
Environmental Cooperation," alleging that a NAFTA state party is not
effectively enforcing its en ironmental laws.
The Oldman II Submission successfully proceeded through the NAAEC
revtec\\ process. In 1999 the Secretariat of the Commission for Environmental Cooperation notified the Council, the go'erning body of the
Commission, comprised of highest le\ el environmental authorities of the
go' ernments that are party to the NAFTA, that the Oldman II Submission
%Narranted the production of a Factual Record under Article 15 of the
NAAEC. A Factual Record summarizes the submission, the response of
the allegedly non-compliant go' ernment, any other relevant factual
information, and the Secretariat's understanding of the facts. The purpose
of a Factual Record is to "pro\ ide information regarding asserted failures
to effectixely enforce en'. ironmental law in North America that may assist
submitters, NAAEC Parties and other interested members of the public in
taking any action they deem appropriate...."" The Council agreed to the
production of a Factual Record, wvhich \\as released late in 2003.' Although
the Factual Record addressed facts relating to the application of the
Fisherie% ct and the CEAA to the given fact situation, 2 it did not take a
particular point of'. ie\\ on the contentious legal issues.

6

.,,rth -lrnct an .,rccrin, Environmental ( ooperation. with anneycs. 32 .L M. 1480 (en-

tered into force IJanuar
7.

I Q94), Art,

[\ 1.-EC]

Friends of the Oldman River, Oldman River H- Submission, Doc. No. A14/SENI 96-006/01/

SUB isubmission filed with the Secretariat under Art. 14 of the V4 4EC), online: Commission for
En,,ironmental ( ooperation http:
%Nss
\.cec org files pdf sem 9'- -SLUB-E.pdf> [Friends of the
Oldman Ri. er].
X.
'orth Almerican Free Trade Agrccment, Canada, Mexico and Utnied States. 17 December 1992,

Can. TS 1994 \o 2. 32 I.LM. 289 (entered into force I Januarx. I QQ4) [,V4FE4].
9.
10.

[ tablishcd under the N.V IEC.
Friends of the Oldman River, Oldnan River II

Factual Re'ord, Doc. No. A14 SEM/97-006/

I R-t iP (released , No\ ember 2003 to the Secretariat of the CEC) [Factual Record].
II
12

Ihid
See Factual Record. ibid at 8, 9. The factsituation concerns a number of stream crossings

proposed by Sunpine Forest Products Ltd. in connection %%
ith timber operations under a forest management agreement with the Pro\ nce of Alberta signed in July 1992.
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Throughout both of these proceedings the DFO has contended that it
did not commit anm error. It has \igorously argued that where a HADD of
fish habitat may be prevented through project redesign or mitigation, there
is no need for a subsection 35(2) authori,'ation and hence no requirement
for an environmental assessment. Where a HADD of fish habitat can be
axoided \ith DFO help, the DF() will issue a "letter of advice" (Letter of
Adice) to the proponent advising the proponent that if the project is carried on in accordance with the Letter there should be no subsection 35( 1)
offence. In the DFO's \ ew, it follo\s that no subsection 35(2)
authorization is required, and no CEAA enironmental assessment is
triggered. This article calls this position of the DFO the "No Triggering"
position.
This article anal\/es and critiques the No Triggering position. It
concludes that the position is incorrect in law and that the Fisherie

eAct!

CEA
legislative scheme or relationship requires that the CEAA be
triggered, e\ en x\here through prolect redesign or re-dc\ elopment, a HADD
of fish habitat is ax oided.
Part I of this article describes the pertinent legislation in relation to the
problem. Part II demonstrates how the DFO embraces the No Triggering
position. Part III criticall\ examines the position and concludes that it is
not correct in law. Part IV describes other approaches that strengthen the
argument against the No Triggering position. Part V makes suggestions on
facilitating the DFO's compliance \ith the CEAA.

I. Legislative Back grund in relation to the Prohlem
I. Con.stitiitionalJurijsdiction ,tr Fisherie.
The Federal Goernment has exclusi e legislative jurisdiction over inland
and coastal fisheries. For that reason it is important that the Federal
Government appropriately exercise its legislati\c duties and discretions
under the Fisherie..- ct. While provincial environmental controls over water
quality and quantity, species protection, and riparian land uses can provide
considerable protection to fish habitat, the provinces may not directly
legislate in areas under exclusi\ e federal legislativc jurisdiction.13 Accord-

13.

Peter W Hogg, Constitutional Law )/ Canada, 3rd ed. (Toronto: Carsv\cll, 1)92) at 15-6, 15-

5(a). Hogg states "What the courts do in cascs of this kind is to make a iudgmcnt as to which is the
most important feature of the law and to charactcrl/c the law by that feature: that dominant feature is
the 'pith and substance' or 'matter' of the law; the other feature is merely incidental, irrelevant for
constitutional purposes."
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ingly, if the Federal Government does not implement and enforce its fish
habitat protection legislation, no other level of government can directly
fill the gap.
2. The CEA-.

The CEAA environmental assessment process is largely administered by
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency. 4 The Agency's Responsibe ,4utlorithrv Guide states that the fundamental purpose of the CEAA
"is to ensure that federal decision-makers are aware of and carry out their
obligation to assess the environmental impacts of a project."'" Echoing
subsection 11( 1 ) of the CEAA, the Guide requires that the environmental
assessment "be conducted earl on in the project's development stage and
before any irrev ocable decisions are made."'"
CEAA applies when a "federal authority" who is a "responsible
authority" exercises certain po\ ers or duties or performs certain functions
in respect of a "project" or proposed "project." A "federal authority" means
a Minister of the Crown, and certain government agencies, departments or
bodies.17 A "responsible authority" is the federal authority that oversees
or carries out an en\ ironmental assessment under the CEAA. 1l "Project"
means, in relation to a physical \\ ork, any "proposed construction, operation, modification, decommissioning, abandonment or other undertaking
in relation to that physical work."1 " Section 5 of the CEAA sets out the
main circumstances that will trigger the Act.'"
5. (I) An environmental assessnent of a project is required before a federal
authority exercises one of the following po\k ers or per/brms one of the

14. CE.I.4. supra note 2 at ss 6) and 61.
Act
15. Canadian Environmental Assessment Agent 3 , The Canadian En'inrmental 4 , mxssnnt

R popnthle Auth,,ii \ Guide, (Hull: Canadian Lm tronmental A,,csment .\genc_ Publications,
1994) at 12
16. Ibid.
17. CEA.4, supra note 2. s.2. The Act excludes some bodies from the definition. These are not
rele%ant to this article.
is Ibid.,
s 2.
19. Ibid.,
s.2. -Projcct" also means any physical acti%ities set out in the Inclusion List Regulations,
S)R,'1994-637 These regulations set out undertakings that do not necessarily relate to a physical
work yet but are subject to the Act. Examples include dumping specified substances, certain aviation actis ities and killing of migratory birds.
2). Ibid., s.5.
The CF. 1 may also apply in circumstances in which there is no s. 5 trigger. For
example, the federal Environment Minister may order an en ironmental assessment in certain ciron another province, or where the
cumstances where a project may have significant adverse effects
project is carried out on federal lands or elsewhere in Canada and may have significant adverse
environmental effects outside of federal lands or outside of Canada (s 48) or where public concerns
warrants an environmental assessment requirement (s.
28)
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fllowing duties orfunctions in respect of a project, namely, where a federal
authority
(a) is the proponent of the project and does any act or thing that
commits the federal authority to carrying out the project in whole
or in part,
(b) makes or authorizes payments or provides a guarantee for a loan
or any other form of financial assistance to the proponent for the
purpose of enabling the project to be carried out in whole or in
part, except where the financial assistance is in the form of any
reduction, avoidance, deferral, removal, refund, remission or other
form of relief from the payment of any tax, duty or impost imposed
under any Act of Parliament, unless that financial assistance is
provided for the purpose of enabling an individual project
specifically named in the Act, regulation or order that provides
the relief to be carried out;
(c) has the administration of federal lands and sells, leases or
otherwise disposes of those lands or any interests in those lands,
or transfers the administration and control of those lands or
interests to Her Majesty in right of a province, for the purpose of
enabling the project to be carried out in whole or in part; or
(d) under a provision prescribed pursuant to paragraph 59(/), issues
a permit or license, grants an approval or takes anv other action
for the purpose of enabling the project to be carriedout in whole
or in part [under the Law List Regulations made pursuant to
subsections 59(f) & (g) of the CEAA] [emphasis added].
The Law List Regulations2 ' in paragraph (d) of section 5 set out provisions
of federal acts or regulations that confer powers, duties or functions on
federal authorities, the exercise or performance of which will require a
prior environmental assessment.22 Both subsections 35(2) and 37(2) of the
23
FisheriesAct are Law List triggers.

21.

Law List Regulations, supra note 3.

22. There are four types of federal environmental assessment: screenings, comprehensive studies,
mediations and panel reviews. Depending on type, an environmental assessment will vary in intensity in respect of such matters as public participation, depth of study of effects, and whether there
will be a formal heanng. Projects requiing a comprehensive study assessment are listed in the Comprehensive Study Regulation S.O.R., 1994-638. These projects are likely to result in significant environmental effects. The Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency's examples are large oil and
natural gas developments, some projects in national parks, and larger projects that can cause harm in
migratory bird sanctuaries. Of the nearly 25,000 assessments conducted annually under the CEAA
more than 99% are screenings. See Review of the Canadian Environmental As.se.-Vment Act. Cat. No.
EN 194-211-1999E, (Ottawa: 1999) at 25. The CEAA enables a responsible authority to apply to the
agency to allow class screening reports for a given type of project. If approved, the responsible
authority may use the report in whole or in part for all projects of that type.
23. Law List Regulations, ibid. at Schedule 1, (Section 2), s. 6(11 ).
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3. FisheriesAct Provisions
This article focuses on section 35 of the FisheriesAct and its relationship
to the CEAA. Subsection 37(2) also is critical to the article. Section 35
reads:
35. (1) No person shall carry on any work or undertaking that results in
the harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat.
(2) No person contravenes subsection (I) by causing the alteration,
disruption or destruction of fish habitat by any means or under any
conditions authorized by the Minister or under regulations made by the
Governor in Council under this Act."
Subsection 35(2) provides an exemption to the subsection 35(1) offence.
Under subsection 35(2) no offence occurs where the Minister has approved
a HADD of fish habitat or where regulations authorize a HADD of fish
habitat. There are no regulations under subsection 35(2) that authorize a
HADD without ministerial approval." Accordingly, the only way a HADD
of fish habitat can lawfully occur under section 35 is where the Minister
has authorized it.

24

FisherieC

.ct, supra note 1. Section 32 of the Fisheries .At defines "fish habitat" as "spawning

grounds and nursery, rearing, food supply and migration areas on which fish depend directly or
indirectI in order to carry out their life processes." Section 40( 1) of the FisheriesAct makes it an
offence to contravene subsection 35(1 ).
25. There are regulations, however, relevant to section 35 of the Act. In 1993, the Fishery (General) Regulation.%. S.O.R. / 1993-53 "ere promulgated. Section 58 reads:
58( 1) Any person who proposes to carry on any work or undertaking that is likely to result
in the harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat and who wishes to have
the means or conditions of that work or undertaking authorized by the Minister under
subsection 35(2) of the Act shall apply to the Minister in the form set out in Schedule VI.
(2) An authorization given under subsection 35(2) of the Act shall be in the form set out in
Schedule VII. [emphasis added]
Although it is not pursued in this article, this regulation lends some support to the view that the
relationship between the CEAA and section 35 of the Fisheries Act is that proposals presented to the
DFO that reasonably will result in a HADD of fish habitat must be assessed under the CEAA. This
is because the use of the word "shall" in section 58( 1) indicates a mandatory process. The words
"likely to" indicate that the prescribed process must be follo%%ed even where it is not certain that the
proposed activity or undertaking will result in a HADD of fish habitat but that it likely will. The
mandatory form attached to the regulation states all applications pursuant to section 35 of the Fisheries Act shall be assessed in accordance with federal environmental assessment requirements. Under section 78 of the FisheriesAtf anyone who contravenes this provision of the regulation would be
guilty of an offence. Therefore, technically anyone who proposes to carry on an activity or undertaking that is likely to result in a HADD of fish habitat and wishes to have the work or undertaking
authorized is required by regulation to follow this process and to use the form that states that the
application will be assessed under the CEAA. Of course, from the viewpoint of the DFO, it is open
to argument whether the regulation and form go beyond the requirements of the Fisheries Act.
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Section 37 of the Fishcric\s .ht reads:
37. (1) \Where a person carries on or proposes to carr\ on any xxork or
undertaking that results or is likely to result In the alteration, disruption or
destruction of fish habitat ... the person shall, on the request of the Minister
or x\ ithout request in the manner and circumstances prescribed by
regulations made under paragraph (3)(a, provide the \tinister xith such
plans, specifications. studies. procedures. schedules, analyses, samples
or other inforrnation relating to the xork or undertakiig and with such
anal' ses. samples. e\ aluations. studies or other infonnation relating to
the water, place or fish habitat that is or is likelv to be affected by the
work or undertaking as will enable the linster to determine
(a) whether the work or undertaking results or is likel' to result in any
alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat that constitutes or
would constitute an offence under subsection 40( 1) and what measurcs,
if any, XWould pre\ ent that result or rnitigate the effects thereof...
(2) If, after reviewing an\ material or information pro\ ided under
subsection ( I ) ... the Minister ... is of the opinion that an offence under
subsection 40( 1) ... is being or is likely to be committed, the Minister ...
max. by order, subject to regulations made pursuant to paragraph (3) (b),
or. if there are no such regulations in force, wvith the approvral of the
Go ernor in Council,
(a) require such modifications or additions to the work or undertaking
or such modifications to an\ plans, specifications, procedures or
schedules relating thereto as the Minister ... considers necessar', in
the circumstances, or
(b) restrict the operation of the work or undertaking,
and, x ith the approxal of the Governor in Council in any case, direct the
closing of the work or undertaking for such period as the Minister considers
necessary in the circumstances.
The key difference between section 37 and section 35 of the FisheriesAct
is that section 35 applies in respect of HADDs of fish habitat that will
happen and section 37 applies in respect of HADDs of fish habitat that are
happeningor are likeh, to happen.
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11.DFO Poiicwc
This section rex iews a number of DFO policies that underlie the No
Triggering position. Recall that the No Triggering position concerns a
situation where the DFO is approached by a proponent of a work or undertaking that is likely to result in a HADD of fish habitat. The No Triggering
position is that the Fishc'ri' .4ct CEAA legislatix e scheme or relationship
is such that the DFO has discretion in such a situation, to redesign or
develop the project with the proponent, so that a HADD of fish habitat is
a\ oided, without triggering an enx ironmental assessment under the
CF.-\. The DFO may then issue a Letter of Advice outlining procedures
for carr ing out the project to avoid a HADD of fish habitat.
The first policy is embodied in the Directive on the Issuance of
Subsection 35(2) l-uthori-:ations" (the Directive). The Directive is
intended to provide "specific guidance on the administration of section 35
to ensure national consistency in its application .... '27 The Directive's
purpose is to "clarit\ the circumstances when authorizations pursuant to
Subsection 35(2) may be issued."'" The Directixe asserts that subsection
35(2) authorizations are not mandatory. Hoxveer "proponents are strongly
ad\ ised to consult x ith the appropriate authorities prior to undertaking
projects to ensure that fish habitat concerns and any associated regulatory
requirements are taken into account as part of project planning." -" The
Directive states that "subsection 35(2) authorizations should only be
issued ... 'when it is impossible or impractical to maintain the same level
of habitat productix e capacity by altering the design of the project or using
mitigation measures. -,-. It explains that "authorizations should only be
issued for \\orks or undertakings which could result in damage to fish
habitat which cannot be a\oided through relocating or redesigning the
project or through mitigation."'
The Directixe also describes the role of Letters of Advice. The Directixe states that xwhere it has been determined that a HADD of fish habitat
"can be avoided though project relocation, redesign or mitigation, letters
of adx ice may be issued to proponents which set out measures aimed at

2It.

Canada, Department of Vi,hcrie, and Oceans, Directive on the INuance olSiubseftion 35(2)

Aiuthorcaimmu

(DFO Internal Dirc'tive)I Ottawa .Communications Directorate. Fisheries and Oceans

Canada, 1995) [Directive]
27. Ibid. at I.

28. Ibid.
29
30.
31.

Ibid. at 3.
Ibid
Ibid.
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ensuring that harmful effects do not occur." The Directive takes the view
that such letters do not "constitute an authorization" though they will give
proponents *some protection against enforcement action where due
diligence has been applied in implementing" the \\ritten advice." Obviously, if Letters of Ad\ ice were authorizations, then the DFO's issuance of
them would trigger the CEA.\."
The second DFO policy that is relevant is found in the Decision Framework fbr the Determination and Authorization of Harmfid Alteration,
Disiuption or Destruction (L4DD) ofFish Habitat4 (the Decision Frame\york). The Decision Framework \Nas in preparation at the time of the
Directixe's publication and provides a framework for DFO fish habitat
managers to decide if a HADD of fish habitat is likely to result from a
project and \%hether to issue a subsection 35(2) authorization. 35 Under it
the "first priority is to axoid or reduce the project's potential for a HADD
through appropriate mitigation measures."" Just like the Directive, the
Decision Framework requires that the implementation of mitigation be
considered before finalizing a decision about \k hether a HADD of fish habitat will result. It instructs the habitat manager to issue a Letter of Advice
instead of a subsection 35 (2) authorization if mitigation will avoid a HADD
of fish habitat. The Decision Framework addresses mitigation in a
section titled "Can the Impacts to Fish Habitat be Fully Mitigated" as
follows:
...
mitigation is defined as "action taken during the planning, design,
construction and operation of works and undertakings to alleviate potential
adverse effects on the productise capacity of fish habitats." Under the
Subsection 35(2) Directike. the term mitigation is also meant to include
measures which are undertaken to maintain habitat or to prevent residual
damage to habitat at the project site or that occurs a, a direct result of the
project. Mitigation could thus include a wxide xariet\ of activities (e.g.,

32. Ibid. at 4
33. One might argue that Lettcrs f Advice are authorizations and that the CE4 - requires an
environmental assessment before the issuance fa Letter of Ad, ice. This argument is considered in

Part IlI.
34 Canada, Department of Fisheries and (keans. Decision Framework /or the Determination and
-iuthorization of Harmful 1Iteration. Disruption or Jc,truction 0/ Fish Habitat, DFO Doc. No.
5531. tOttawa, Communications Directorate, Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 1998) DFO 5531, [Decision Framework].
35. See Directive, .supranote 26 at 2. Art. 4.The Decision Framework is referred to as a document
that is being developed.
36. Decision Framework, supra note 34 at iii (Execuie Summary).
37. Ibid. at3,4.
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redesign or relocation of project componcnt,. timing of works, methods
of construction or operation) \ hich t\ old or minimisc changes to habitat

attributes and thu, minniimise impacts to the habitat's capacity to produce
fish.'

It is noteworthy that operations of works, undertakings, and timing of works
and any other measures to maintain habitat as a result of the project all
relate to undertakings, processes or activities that occur after the
commencement of a project. Hence, under the Decision Framework a Letter
ofAd\ ice max recommend tw\o kinds of mitigation measures. First, it may
recommend mitigation measures that can be completed before project
commencement and will avoid both present and future HADDs of fish
habitat. E xamples could include some cases of project re-design or relocation. Second, a Letter of Advice may recommend mitigation measures where
future H.\ l)[)s of fish habitat are a\ oided through ongoing mitigation that
follo\xs project commencement. Examples include undertakings, operation, and timing of x orks. This article calls the former kind of mitigation
'pre-project mitigation" and the latter kind""post-project mitigation". Part
V of this article further de\ elops these concepts.
A third example of the DFO's polic\ concerning destruction of fish
habitat is revealed in a five page publication called What the Law
RequireN: Fish Habitat and the Fi,icries .- t 9 (the Brochure). The
Brochure emphasi/cs that proponents of projects should not apply for an
authorization under subsection 35(2) unless it is certain, after considering
mitigation measures, that the proposed project wx
ill result in a HADD of
fish habitat. The Brochure is directed at proponents who are planning a
project that is likely to "alter or damage fish habitat." It states that subsection 35(2) authorizations are "the instrument of last resort" and should be
issued "only when there is no other xxway to go." It ad\ ises proponents to
visit the local goxernment office that deals with fisheries habitat management to inquire xxhether the proposed project is likely to result in a HADD
of fish habitat, and if so, whether it can be "axoided or lessened by changes
in project design or implementation." The Brochure states that if the DFO
believes that the impact on the fish habitats might be reduced by certain
measures, it xxill issue the proponent a Letter of Advice, "'on ways to avoid

I
Ih.id ai 14
31). ( anada. Department of Fisheries and Ocean,, I i Hahitat Concriaton and Protection. ilicit
the Law Reqires DFO Doc No. 5077 (Wt)a\ a Communications Directorate, Fisheries and Oceans
Canada. I95 ) [Brochure].
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or minimize damage." These measures might include "relocating or redesigning [the] project -- or steps to mitigate the harmful impacts on habitat." The Brochure also states that the Letter of Advice is not the same as

an authorization but if the proponent complies with it and conducts the
project as prescribed, the proponent "will be in compliance with the
Fisheries .Act." However, if the proponent does not comply and a HADD
of fish habitat results, the proponent is "'liable to prosecution.""1
The Brochure continues that it "may be impossible to protect fish
habitat by changes in project design or by other measures to lessen harmful impacts." In such cases, the proponent should "request an Authoriza-

tion under Subsection 35(2) of the Act." It notes that the proponent is within
its "legal rights to go ahead \ ith [the] project without getting this
Authorization" but if a HADD of fish habitat results the proponent is liable
to prosecution. It states "[\V]hat this means is that if you are planning a
project that might affect fish habitat, applying for an Authorization should
not be your first step - in fact it should be your last." 4

III. Critical A4nah'sis oftthe Yo Tr'iggering Position
A study of the relevant provisions in the Fisheries Act and the CEAA
indicates that the DFO's No Triggering position is incorrect. To iterate,
para raph 5( 1) (d) of the CEAA provides:
5. ( 1)An enx ironmental assessment of a project is required before a federal
authority exercises one of the following powers or performs one of the
following duties or functions in respect of a project, namely. where a federal
authority
(d) under a provision prescribed pursuant to paragraph 59(f0, issues a
permit or licence, grants an approval or takes any other action for the
purpose of enabling the project to be carried out in wNhole or in part.
Breaking down paragraph 5(1 ) (d) reveals the nature of the conditions that

must be met to trigger a CEAA environmental assessment.
First, to trigger the CEAA there must be a "project". As can be seen
from the definition of "project," set out in Part I, for something to be a
project there need not be any kind of government involvement. A project

40. Ibid.
41. Ibid.
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is merely the undertaking itself, whether it be in relation to a physical
x\ork (such as a dam) or an activity on the Inclusion List Regulation (such
as a drilling of a well).
Second, there must be a "federal authority" that "exercises ... powers
or performs duties or functions in respect of a project." Also as set out in
Part I. a "federal authority" simply means one of a number of government
ministries or agencies.
In determining whether section 5 applies to the activities of the DFO
before an authorization is granted under subsection 35(2), consideration
must be given to whether section 5 requires the federal authority be a
decision-making authority. It is noteworthy that the present CEAA process
is different from the process under the Environmental Assessment and
Review Process Guidelines Order("EARPGO" or "Guidelines Order")."
The EARPGO set out the federal environmental assessment requirements
prior to the enactment of the (EAA. The CEAA replaced and repealed the
EARPGO for any project proposed after the commencement of the CEAA.43
The process under the EARPGO applied to all federal departments and
agencies with a decision-making authority for any "proposal" meaning
any initiative, undertaking or activity that could have an environmental
effect on an area of federal responsibility." It required the departments or
agencies to screen a proposal to determine \%hether the proposal had any
potentially adverse environmental effects.
In contrast, subsection 5(1) of the CEAA provides that the federal
authority must exercise powers or perform duties or functions in respect of
a project. The notion of "duties" suggests positive regulatory duties. Here
the CEAA process is similar to the EARPGO process. Justice La Forest
for the majority in Friendsof the Oldman River Societ' i: Canada(Minister of Transport)46 (the "1992 Oldman Dam Decision") stated that an enSironmental assessment was not triggered under the EARPGO unless the
initiating department had a positive regulatory duty to make a decision.4 7

42
154
mient
43
44

Environmental .isessnient and Review Pritcc Guidelines Order, P.S. 1984-2132, C. Gaz.
II. 467 [Guideine,. Order]. The Guidelines Order oas established under the federal Departu/the Environment,it1, R.S.C 1985, c. E- i
t
CEAA. upra note 2, s. 74
Guidelines Order. supra note 42, s .2.

45

Although initially thought to be non-binding, the Federal Court of Appeal in Canadian Wildlife

I rh ratimi Inc. v Canada (0inmitcru/the Environment), (1989] F.C.J. No. 357, aff'd (1989), 99

N R. 72 (F C.A.) ruled that the Guideline Order vas a la"s of general application.
46

Iiit rndi of the Oldman River Societv v Canada Othnwtr of Transport), [1992] 1 S.C.R. 3

[ 1992 Oldman Darn Decision].
47

lbid at paras. 5i2-S9)
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The provision of the Fisheries Act Under consideration in that case,
subsection 37(2), Was not found to contain such a positive regulatory duty.
Ho\\e\ er, La Forest did find that subsection 37(2) authorized the exercise
of a.lunction. In his words:

In m\ \iew a discretionar' po\\ er to request or not to request information
to assist a Minister in the exercise of a legislative fnction does not
constitute a decision-making responsibili within the meaning of the
Guidelines Order" [emphasis added].
The presence of the word "function" in section 5 of the CEAA makes the
CEAA triggering process different from the triggering process under the
former Guidelines Order. Even if subsection 35(2) of the Fisheries Act

does not impose a duty to engage in the authorization process when the
Minister is confronted with a potential HADD of fish habitat, there is good
argument that it describes afinction of the \linister. By determining
whether to authorize an\ means or conditions under \\ hich a [tADD of fish
habitat may be carried out, the \inister is engaging in a legislative
function. Entering into the determination process ma\ be discretionary.
but nevertheless, it is the exercise of a legislatiNe function.
The nature of the Minister's function under subsection 35(2) of the
Fisheries Act is worth examining. Once engaged, section 5 of the C- AA
requires compliance with the CE.-vA en\ ironmental assessment provisions.
When does this occur'. \aking only the necessary substitutions to section
5 of the CEAA to incorporate the pertinent words of the subsection 35(2)
Law List trigger. section 5 of the CEAA requires an environmental assessment before the DFO exercises a power or performs a duty or./unction in
respect of a project, namely w here it issues a permit or licence, grants an
appro\ al or takes any' other action for the purpose of enabling a project to
be carried out in whole or in part. \Vhat fits under this description'?
The words in section 5 of the CEAA, -for the purpose of enabling a
project to be carried out" can only mean for the purpose of enabling a
project to be legalli' carried out, that is,without committing an offence
under the Fisheries Act. The Fisheries Act does not require that projects
that wvill likely result in a HADD of fish habitat be authorized. DFO publications iterate this point." Mr. Justice La Forest articulates this point in

4s,

1992 Oldman Dam Decision, supra note 46 atparas. 57-59

49. See e.g. discussion of the Directive on the Issuance of Subsection 35(2) Authorizations and of
What the Law Requires: Fish Habitat and the Fisheries Act, in Part If of this article.
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the IQ992 (ldman Darn Decision. La Forest distinguished a FisheriesAct
aLthorization from an authorization under section 5 of the Navigable
Ifiazrs Protection Act.50 Section 5 of the Navigable Waters ProtectionAct,

like many other CEAA Law List triggers, requires an authorization for a
proeict to be carried out at all. Hence, under the CEAA, section 5 of the
,avigahh' Iftaters Protection Act and similar Law List triggers, an
environmental assessment is mandated before the responsible authority
exercises the regulatory duty of issuing a project approval. The purpose of
paragraph 5(1 )(a) of the Navigable J14'aers Protection Act - a Law List
trigger - is to enable a project to proceed by the issuance of an approval.
By contrast, subsection 35(2) of the Fisheries Act does not require an
authorization for a project to be carried out and the Minister has no regulatory duty to issue an authorization for a project to proceed. The purpose of
an authorization is for the proponent to avoid committing an offence by
carrying out a project that results in a HADD of fish habitat. Therefore, the
regulatory function that the Minister fulfills under subsection 35(2) is
enabling a project to legally proceed, that is without the proponent
committing an offence.
"'hat followxs from the regulatory function of the Minister, through
the DFO, \Norking with the proponent to redesign, relocate or mitigate a
project where the project, as presented by the proponent, would likely
result in a HADD of fish habitat? It follows that the CEAA, by its
language, is triggered before the DFO carries out this regulatory function.
In other words, the CEAA is triggered before the DFO determines or
ad\ ises on how the project should be properly carried out so that the fishery is best protected. If the DFO concludes as a result of exercising this
regulatory function that a HADD of fish habitat cannot be avoided, then
the proponent must obtain a subsection 35(2) authorization to legally carry
out the project. If through the exercise of this legislative function a HADD
of fish habitat is avoided through the adoption of acceptable project
design, location, or mitigation conditions, then it is the determination of
these matters that enables the project to be carried out legally. The Letter
of Advice sets out these determinations and serves to better ensure that no
offence will result from the project. In either case the legislative function

50. See the Navig,ebh' IIc
te(tmn Act]. Section 5 reads:

Protection I.f, R S. 1985 c. N-22, s.5( I )(a) [NVavigable Wters Pro-

5. (i) No work shalI bc built or placed in, on, oxcr, under, through or across any navigable
water unless

(a) the work and the site
and plans thereof have been approved by the Minister, on such
terms and conditions as the Minister deems fit, prior
to commencement of construction; ....
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must not be carried out until an en\ ironmental assessment under the ('FAA
has been completed. That is,the processes leading to a determination of
appropriate projiect redesign, relocation, or mitigation are to be carried out
in the context of a ('F.\.\ environmental assessment. It is a contingent
matter whether or not as the result of these processes the proponent
requires an authorization. Accordingly. the CEA.\ is triggered not as a "last
step" as advised b\ the DFO, but rather as the step directly following the
proponent's bringing to the DFO's attention a project, as proposed by the
proponent, that Mould likel\ result in a HADD of fish habitat.
Before proceeding, the soundness of the argument that the Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans exercises a function under subsection 35(2) can be
tested. Two arguments in support of the DFO No Triggering position could
be advanced. First, it could be argued that when the DFO is determining
means or conditions under which a project rna\ be carried out to avoid a
HADD of fish habitat (resulting in a Letter of:\d\ ice) or minimize a HADD
of fish habitat (resulting in an authorization if the proponent requests one),
the DFO is not exercising a function, as per section 5 of the CTIAA, and
therefore does not trigger an environmental assessment. This first approach
seems unlikely to succeed. There is no relevant legislated definition of'
"function", but the Canadian O.Tbrd Dictionary defines "function" to mean
"an activity proper to a person or an institution."' Making such determination clearly is a key acti\ ity proper to the DFO.
Second. it could be argued that the DFO is exercising a function, just
not a function emanating from the provisions of subsection 35(2). This
argument was made in Friends of the Iff,.t Country ,Assn. \. Canada
(.IinisterolfFisheries and Oceans " referred to in the introduction to this
article. In the course of the proceedings. the Friends of the West Country
Association made an application to compel the DF(J to produce certain
documents. The DFO refused, relying on Federal Court Rule 1612.11 The
rule pertains to obtaining information from a federal board, commission or
tribunal. The DFO argued that in issuing Letters of Advice it was not
acting pursuant to any statutory authority and consequently, was not
acting in the capacity of a federal board, commission or tribunal. Accordingly, it argued that it did not have to comply with the request for

SI.

Canadian Oxford Dic tionary, 2d ed.. s v "function".
52. Supra note 4.
53. Federal Court Rules, C.R.C. 1978, c.663, as am. By S.OR. 1992-43
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documents. The DFO stated:
Now, the Act doesn't expressly provide for this policy nor Letters of
Ad\ ice, but it doesn't prohibit it either. And in our submission this is a
pure administrati\ c fact-finding process \\ hich the department in its dayto-day exercise of its authority is able to devise in order to assist it with its
workload. And \\here the process that is involved in accordance with
this departmental policy does not meet the test of exercising or purporting
to exercise jurisdiction or powers conferred by or under an Act of
Parliament, or by or under an order made pursuant to the prerogative of
the Crown, then \\hoexcr is doing this fact-finding, it isn't the federal
board, commission or other tribunal.'"
Justice Muldoon granted the application without specifically rejecting the
DFO's argument. He noted that if he agreed with the DFO he would be
resolving the main issue, whether Letters of Advice are ultra vires the
Fishcri. Act, before the hearing of that issue. In his words:
Perhaps, if so inclined, the respondents \%ill want to make out their
argument once again at the main, substantive judicial review hearing as
to the legal merits and effects of their internal policies. It is clear that one
legal effect the DFO's internal policx cannot haxe is to bind this Court
with respect to a rule 1612 application, so that this Court must deny the
applicant disclosure of the documents it seeks because the issue it wants
to contend at the main hearing x'ould have already been resolxed as a
matter of policy by the DFO."
Of course, if the DFO in exercising the function is not acting under
subsection 35(2) of the - Fishcrie.s Act, there must be some other valid
source of authority. The Supreme Court of Canada has made it clear that
statutory authorities have no inherent powers. 6 Unless a statute explicitly,
or by necessary implication, confers a power to carry out some action, the
statutory authority generally cannot carry out the activity and a court would
find the action to be ultra vires and of no legal effect.
It is hard to imagine how the DFO could not be acting under the
authority of the Fisheries Act when it carries out these determinations.
There does not seem to be any other relevant source of authority. Even the

S4
55.
56.
dian

I-iends ,/the IIC. ('I
untrw', .ipra note 4 atpara. 15
Ibid. atpara. 17.
Canadian Pacuh lirliiis Ltd. %.Canadian 4ir Line Pilots.-qsn . [1993] 3 S.C.R. 724 [CanaPacifif 1
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Minister has stated that the DFO is functioning pursuant to the Fisheries
Act when it makes fish habitat related determinations.5 However, even if"
the Minister is fulfilling a function under the Fisheries Act, it still may be
asked if the Minister is exercising this function under subsection 35(2). A
method to answer this question is to consider each other habitat protection
provision of the FisheriesAct to see if the function reasonably could be
exercised under it.
The Minister enumerates the Fisheries Act habitat protection provisions in the DFO Annual Report 2002-20035 ' as sections 35, 20, 21, 22, 26,
28, 30. 32, 37.7.3. 38.1, 40 and 42.- A re\ ic\\ of the FisheriesAct indicates that this is an accurate summary of the list. Regarding these:
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*

57.

section 20 deals \ith the construction of fishways;
section 21 authorizes the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans to pay
part of the expenses relating to fish\xays or canals;
section 22. a CEAA Law List trigger, ' authorizes the Minister to
require the remoxal or modification of obstructions to allow fish
passagesection 26 prohibits certain obstructions of streams, rivers and
canals by nets, fishing apparatus, logs or other materials, and
contains some prohibitions regarding catching eels;
section 28 prohibits the use of explosives to hunt or kill fish or
marine animals:
section 30 -i, es the Minister the authority to require fish guards
in certain watcr\ orks or projects
section 32. a CEAA Law List trigger 6' prohibits anyone from
destroyring fish other than by fishing \\ ithout an authorization
under the Act,
section 37, a CEAA Law List trigger,"2 authorizes the Minister to
order plans and specifications regarding a potential HADD and to

In the 2002-2003 Annual Report on the Administration and Enforcement of the Fish Habitat

Protection and Pollution PreNcntion Pro%isions of the Fisherci .ct the Nin i'cr states at para. 1.0
-The federal government fulfils its constitutional responsibilitics for seacoast and inland fisheries
through the administration and enforcement of the Fi 'htrs ht.....
Sec Minister of Fisheries and
Oceans, Canada, Department of Fishenes and O, cans, .lAnnual
Report itParliament2002-2003 (Ottawa: Communications Branch, Fisheric. and Oceans Canada, 2004), online: <http:/ swww.dfompo.gc.ca canwaters-eauxcan/infocentre publicationsiindex e asp> [DFO Annual Report].
58.

Ibid, at atpara. 1.1.

59. Ibid.
60. Law List Regulations. supra note 3, Schedule I, (Section 2), s.6( I I).
61. Ibid.

62. Ibid.
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*
*
*
*

require modifications or restrictions of the project:
section 37.3 deals wxith inspectors' poxers:
section 38.1 enables the \l"ini,,ter to appoint inspectors;
section 4) describes offences and punishments; and
section 42 deals \Nith liabilitN in relation to the deposit of deleterious substances.

None of the above pro\ isions authorize the determination function under
discussion, other than sections 37 or 32, which themselves trigger the
CE.\\. AccordinglN. it is reasonable to conclude that when the Minister,
through the DFO,is determining means or conditions under which a HADD
of Fish habitat may be carried out (\%hether this results in a Letter of
\dx ice or an authorization if requested bv the proponent), it is exercising
a function under a Fishcries Act pro\ ision that is a Law List trigger, usuall, under subsection 35(2).
Although, the argument involving a close reading of the relevant legislative pro\ isions described above concludes that the No Triggering position is wrong, there are a number of other approaches to reach, or support
this conclusion. Some approaches support a finding that Letters of Advice
are ultra vires. others that the process culminating in a Letter of Advice
triugers an environmental assessment. One considers whether Letters of
-\dvice are subsection 35(2) authorizations.

IV Other Possible.Approaches
1. The Minister Lacks Jurisdiction to Issue Letters ofAdvice
The argument in Part Ill against the No Triggering position did not dispute
the ires of Letters of Advice. Instead it argued that the process leading to
Letters of Adx ice triggered a CEAA environmental assessment and so the
No Tniggering position was wrong. Hoxxever the No Triggering position
also may be challenged by disputing the vires of Letters of Ad\ ice. One
approach relies on the administratixe law principle made clear by the
Supreme Court of Canada that statutory authorities have no inherent
powers."" Unless a statute explicitly or by necessary implication confers a
power to carry out some act, the statutory authority normally cannot
validly carry out the act and a court could find the action to be ultra vires.
The approach recognizes that the Fisheries Act incorporates processes to

61

Canadian Pacific. vupru note 56. See also discussion in Pat III.
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deal with situations \\ hich \viii (section 35) or could (section 37) result in
HADDs of fish habitat. E\ en if Letters of Advice are claimed to be policybased only, there is sufficient jurisprudence that while authorities may
issue policy statements and guidelines without specific statutory authorization," there are jurisdictional limits. For example, policy cannot be
inconsistent or inharmonious \\ith a statute"' or prevent a statutory
delegate from exercising a discretion in a particular case.66 Arguably
Letters of Advice policies are inconsistent or inharmonious with the Fishcries Act since the Act deals \\ith all alternatives: actual HADDS of fish

habitat (subsection 35(2)) and potential HADDS of fish habitat (subsection 37(2)). By implication, the Act does not permit Letters of Advice policies. Similarly, arguably the Letters of Advice policies prevent the DFO
from exercising discretion under subsection 35(2) or subsection 37(2).
Support for this line of argument is found in the Friends of the lfcest
Countr" Assn. v.Canada (.1inister of/Fisheries and Oceans)17 where

Justice Muldoon said, regarding the issue by the DFO of Letters of
Advice." that:
Apparently, it is the respondent's submission that a policy which the DFO
has developed internalh w\ithout anm explicit statutory foundation to do
so will in some xa\ relieve the Minister of statutory obligations or limit
the obligations of the Minister \isa \ is subsections 35(2) and 37(2) of the
Fisheries Act and, in turn, paragraph 5(1 )(d) of the CEAA. It also appears
that a further "benefit" \\ hich derix cs from this informal approach to the
statutory mandate and obligations placed upon the DFO by the Fisheries
Act and the CEAA is that the DFO does not need to disclose materials in
relation to a judicial review application related to the letters of advice
since, in accordance %\ith
the policy, the letters of advice (although they
do inform a part, that subsection 5(1) of the Fisheries Act will apply to

64. See e.g. Capital Cities Communications Inc. v Canadian Radio-televt.%wn and Teleconnunications Commission, [1978] 2 S.C.R. 14i.

65. Alden " Gaglardi, [1970]16 D.LR. (3d) 3 (B.C.C.A.). The decision was affirmed by the
Supreme Court of Canada, Alden v Canada I ihttr of Rehabilitation and Social Improveicnii.
[1973] S.C.R. 199.
66. Re Hopedale Developments Ltd and Tont of Oakville, [1965] I O.R. 259 at263.
67. Supra note 4.
68. Ibid The main issue in the case was whether DFO's issuing Letters of Advice was ultra vires
the Fisheries Act. The applicant argued that the DFO erred in law or acted without jurisdiction in
issuing Letters of Advice in relation to logging activities of Sunpine Forests Products Ltd. Itclaimed
that the DFO and Sunpine should have followed statutory procedures in section 35 or 37 of the
Fisheries Act which would have triggered ens ironmental assessment under the CEAA. Justice
Muldoon commented on this issue in the course of the applicant's application to compel DFO to
produce certain documents. See discussion in Part 1II.
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them or not) do not constitute a decision within the meaning of rule
1612. This is a transparent bureaucratic attempt at sheer evasion of binding
statutory imperatives. It is neither cute nor smart, and this Court is not
duped by it. By making "policy" not contemplated by the statutes, the
DFO types simply cannot immunize the Minister and DFO from judicial
re icwN. nor circumvent the environment laws which they decline to obey.69
The applicant discontinued their application so there was no final decision
in the case regarding the jurisdictional validity of Letters of Advice.7"
2. In PariMateria Rule of Interpretation
This approach supports the view that the process leading to a Letter of
AdN ice triggers an environmental assessment. When statutes enacted by a
legislature deal with the same subject matter they are assumed to be drafted
N ith each other in mind. As Sullivan and Driedger point out in Construction of'Statutes, all statutes of a le,,el of government are presumed to be
drafted to produce a consistent and coherent x,,hole.7" As noted in R. v.
Loxdale:
Where there are different statutes inparimateria though made at different
times, or even expired, and not referring to each other, they shall be taken
and construed together, as one system, and as explanatory of each other.72
The presumption follows therefore, that Parliament intends the CEAA and
the regulatory triggers under clause 5( 1)(d) to work as a coherent, logical
scheme so that project planning and design occur within the context of a
CEAA environmental assessment.
The No Triggering position must interpret the relation between the
statutes in a manner that does not assume such an in pari materia relationship. The position presupposes that planning and project design may be

69.
70.

Ibid. at para. 16, 17.
Supra note 5

71

Ruth Sullivan & Flmer A. )riedger, (Constructionof Statutes. 4"' ed., (Toronto: Buttersworth,

2112) at 323.
72. R v Lmal/c ( 1758), 97 ER. 394 (K.B.). Sulli\ an & Driedger. ibid. refer to this case at 324
and cite the following Canadian authority: N a. an Alberta Corp. v Amoco Canada Petroleum Co.
Ltd. (1981). 128 D.L.R. (3d) I (S.C.C.) at 9.
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conducted outside of the CLAA process.'3 This contradicts several of the
CEAA's purpose statements and statutory mandates that provide for the
conduct of environmental assessments in the planning stages of a project
before any government action is taken. An in pari materia approach
supports the viexv that any assessment of a proposed project that could
reasonably result in a HADD of fish habitat must be conducted under the
CEAA and not informally, outside of the CEAA process. A successful in
pari materia argument would support a claim that the CEAA/Fisheries Act
legislative scheme is such that the process leading to Letters of Advice
must be conducted under a CEAA enN ironmental assessment, and in not
carrying out this process under the CEAA the Minister's actions are ultra
vires. It is possible, of course, for the Minister to argue that the two Acts
not be considered together, for example on the basis that the Fisheries Act
was enacted before the CEAA. As Sullixan points out, however, the
"correct view is that subsequently enacted legislation may be considered
and relied on in the same manner and to the same degree as previously
enacted legislation - and vice versa."
3. Exhaustive Code
This approach also supports the view that the Letters of Advice practice is
ultra vires. The rule of statutory interpretation expression unious est
exclusio alterius- to express one thing is to exclude another - supports
the argument that sections 35 and 37 of the Fisheries Act speak exhaustively to situations in \\ hich the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans can deal
with a proponent regarding a potential HADD of fish habitat. Subsection

73. As a side comment, for a number of sears, the writer has been a member of the Regulatory
Ads isory Committee, a multi-stakeholder committee created in connection with the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency to advise the federal En\ ironment \inister on matters concerning
environmental assessment. On more than one occasion at Committee meetings, industry advocates
or consultants have expressed dismaN over having to carrs out what theN see as two environmental
assessments: one when determining w\hether a HADD offish habitat can be avoided resulting with a
Letter of Adsice, and another one ifa HADD of fish habitat cannot be avoided, and a CEA4 en\ ironmental assessment is required upon the engagement of the subsection 3512) authorization process.
By this time the project has already been planned and mitgation set, vet proponents must begin
again This article argues that the legal scheme of the statutes is that proponents should not have to

carry out two assessments in such cases. The Fiherica Act/CEAA interface requires only one environmental assessment, and it is under the CE4
74.

Sullivan & Drieger, supra note 71 at 324. Sullivan refers to Haves t

ta'h ...
d (1959),

18

D.L.R. (2d) (4-h) 520 (S.C.C.). In that case, Mr Justice \iartland, for the majority states at p. 52X
that where there is an ambiguity in an earlier statute which is inpari
tniu
ria swith another statute "it
is proper to look at the subsequent legislation to see what is the proper construction to put upon the
earlier statute."
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37(1 ) applics in respect of any undertaking or activity that is like"v to result in a IIADD of fish habitat. Section 35 deals with situations that, as
presented, will result in a H.IDD. Between the twso sections, the ground is
covered. The
Letters
of
Advice
process
is
not
authori/ed and is therefore, ultra vire.. Statutory authorities have no
inherent powers.75 Unless a statute explicitly or by necessary implication
confers a power to carry out some act, the statutory authority normally
cannot \ alidly carry out the act and a court could find the action to be ultra
virc and of no legal effect.
4. Letter., of Advicc as Authorizations
..
\ potential approach to challenge the No Triggering position is to argue
that Letters of Advice are. in effect, subsection 35(2) authorizations. Hence,
the argument \\ould conclude, since a Letter of Ad%ice is a project authorization, a CI -.\A enx ironmental assessment must be conducted prior to
issue, under section 5 of the (.E\.,,
This argument could succeed, but in limited circumstances. If a Letter
of \d\ ice ackno\\ ledges or contemplates that the project will result in a
11 \DD of fish habitat and it outlines measures to mitigate or minimize
the I,,I)D, then the Letter likely amounts to a subsection 35(2) authorization. llox\xeer, if a Letter of Advice outlines measures to completely avoid
a RtDD of fish habitat, and if the Letter is complied with, the HADD of
fish habitat will be a\oided, then the Letter of Advice cannot be a subsection 35(2) authorization. Subsection 35(2) authorizations only apply to
HADDs of fish habitat that will occur.
Take note, ho\\e\ er. that even if a Letter of Adxice is not a subsection
3512) authorization, this does not mean that the CEAA is not triggered
prior to its issuance. The main conclusion of this article is that a CEAA
en\ ironmental assessment is triggered prior to when the Minister performs
a function under subsection 35(2). It is during this prior period that an
enx ironmental assessment is to be conducted the period during which
measures are determined such as to redesign, relocate and mitigate to
axoid a HADD of fish habitat, where a Letter of Advice is issued, or to
authorize a HADD of fish habitat under subsection 35(2).
V

1lddressing Ramifications

There are several ramifications of the main conclusion of this article.
One is that the CEAA may be triggered c, en where, through project rede-

75,

5

cc di'cuion in Part i ( I).
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sign and mitigation, no ItADD of fish habitat results. This conclusion is

consistent with the CEAA and supported by the CEAA mandate described
in Part I.
The CEAA provides that an environmental assessment must be
conducted before the Minister exercises a function under subsection 35(2)
of the Fisheri%Act. This function is setting out means or conditions to
enable a project to legally proceed. The CEAA does not require that means
or conditions actually be set out in any statutory authorization. Indeed the
CEAA does not even require the responsible authority to exercise the
legislati e function described in a Law List trigger following conducting
an environmental assessment. The CEAA states that after an environmental assessment is conducted by virtue of a Law List trigger and there is a
finding of no significant em ironmental effects "the responsible authority
may exercise any power or perform any duty or function that would permit
the project to be carried out in \\hole or in part" [emphasis added]i"
One might also object that it followxs from the main conclusion that
environmental assessments would be triggered in the most trivial or
informal circumstances. This obiection focuses on the article's conclusion
that the CEAA is triggered belfore the DFO exercises a function under
subsection 35(2). The objection is that this be/ore period could cover far
too many events, thus constituting a form of reductio ad absurdum. For
example, one might argue that the conclusion requires that an environmental assessment be triggered when a person calls the DFO and makes
casual inquiries about the FisheriesAct, even where the caller has only a
mere idea about a potential project.
A closer look at the relationship between the Fisheries Act and the
CEAA reveals that for an environmental assessment to be triggered,
several conditions must be met. First the DFO must be satisfied that what
is being presented to it is a "work or "'undertaking"-7 for the purposes of
the Fisheries Act. A mere idea of a possible development would not do.
Second, the DFO must be satisfied that what is being described is a
"project"" for the purposes of the CEAA, namely an undertaking in
respect of a physical work, or something that constitutes a project by
virtue of being on the Inclusion List Regulation. Third, it also must be
fairly apparent to the DFO that the person making inquiries actually
intends to carry out the work or undertaking and that the proposal is not
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CE.4.4. supra note 2, s. 37 (1)(a).
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FisheriesAct, supra note 1,s.35(1
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idle speculation. Fourth, the proponent must provide a description of the
project that is relatively complete. When this occurs depends on circumstances, but a casual verbal inquiry o%er the phone and nothing else would
not meet this condition, a complete verbal presentation in the DFO office
might meet this condition, and a presentation to the DFO of the details of a
fully designed project will mcet this condition. Fifth, the DFO must be
satisfied that the project, as described by the proponent will likely result in
a HADD of fish habitat. Unless these conditions are met, the CEAA is not
trigered by subsection 35(2) of the Fisheries.4ct. Accordingly, the main
conclusion does not mean that en\ ironmental assessments will be
triggered in trivial or informal circumstances.
(iiven the main conclusion of this article the DFO often will be in noncompliance \k ith section 5 of the CEA:\. The question remains: ,xxhere does
this lea\e the Department in the management of inland and coastal fisheries under the Fisheieics Act? If the DFO is in a state of non-compliance
with the legislation, this non-compliance should be rectified. Thus, to close,
the writer suggests \xa\s to facilitate compliance.
One way of facilitating compliance is explained through using the
notions of "pre-project mitigation" and "post-project mitigation.""" The
distinction between "pre-project mitigation" and "post-project mitigation"
is relcx ant to a situation where it is determined that a HADD of fish habitat
can be avoided through mitigation. In pre-project mitigation all mitigation
measures are completed prior to the operation of the project, for example,
by mox ing the location of a project or changing its design to completely
a\oid a HADD of fish habitat. This kind of mitigation eliminates the HADD
of fish habitat.
Pre-projcct mitigation may be contrasted with post-project mitigation
xMhich describes mitigation measures following the commencement of
operation of a project. Post-project mitigation is designed to prevent
future adverse impacts on fish habitat, tbr example, control measures to be
carried out by the project proponent to prevent future HADDs of fish
habitat, and monitoring and follow-up programs.
Where a HADD of fish habitat is ax oided through post-project mitigation, it is desirable that the DFO retain regulatory control to enforce and
monitor mitigation measures.
One approach wkould be to invoke subsection 37(2) of the Fisheries4ct

to address post-project mitigation. Under this subsection the Minister may
impose enforceable conditions and limitations on a project to avoid a
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future HADD of fish habitat, precisely what post-project mitigation
measures are meant to do. One problem \ ith using subsection 37(2) is that
in the absence of regulations the imposition of enforceable modification
measures or restrictions of operations is possible only through a Cabinet
order.s ' This time consuming and politically charged task could be alleviated through the promulgation of appropriate regulations, Until that time,
however, there are other avenues a\ailable for retaining government
control where a H-\DD of fish habitat is avoided through post-project
mitigation.
One possibility for extending DFO control over post-project mitigation situations is for the department to reconsider its interpretations of what
counts as a HADD of fish habitat. What counts as a Tharrful alteration,
disturbance or destruction of fish habitat," could include a broad spectrum
of projects. Indeed prior to the passing of regulations to the CEAA in
1995 that made subsection 35t2) of the FisheriesAct a CEAA trigger, the
DFO issued considerably more subsection 35(2) authorizations. On the
basis of the number of CEAA en\ ironmental assessments conducted in the
1995-96 fiscal \ear. the Oldman II Submission estimates that the DFO
issued no more than 339 subsection 35(2) authorizations across Canada in
1995-96, compared to over 12.000 subsection 35(2) authorizations in 199091 ." In its 2002-2003 Annual Report to Parliament, the DFO reported 532
"
authorizations and 8,034 Letters of Adx ice issued. Assuming there has
not been a remarkable decrease in projects that impact fish habitat ( 12,000
in 1990-1991 compared to 339 in 1995-1996 and 532 in 2002-2003) it
follov\ s that the DFO has radically altered its interpretation of what counts
as a HADD of fish habitat. Unless the DFO was patently unreasonable in
its determination as to what counted as a HADD offish habitat in 1990-91,
the DFO could reasonably determine that many projects that it currently
finds do not result in HADDs of fish habitat actually do result in them.
Increasing the number of authorizations to pre-CEAA trigger levels
would have significant resource implications. Another avenue might be
for the federal Govemient to enact regulations under subsection 35(2) of
the FisheriesAct which would apply to routine and minor HADD
situations. Through these regulations the Minister could bypass determinations of means and conditions for specific projects and a CEAA
assessment.
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x1 Friends of the Oldman River. supra note 7 at3;The Factual Record. upra note 10 at 13 rclcrs
to this claim.
82. DFO Annual Report, supra note 57 at 7, Table 2
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The CF'AA also offers a number of mechanisms that could reduce or
streamline assessments. Among possible measures are additions to the
Exclusion List Regulations" and the use of model and replacement class
screenings.
The Excl.sion List Regulations wvere promulgated under subsection
59(c) of the CEAA which enables the Governor in Council to make
regulations:
...
prescribing any project or class of projects for wk
hich an environmental
assessment is not required where the Governor in Council is satisfied that
(i)in the case of project,, in relation to phxsical works, in the opinion of
the (ox ernor in Council, have insignificant enx ironmental effects.
For a project to be placed on the Exclusion List it must be clear from its
description \k ithout further information, and k\ ithout mitigation, that the
project will have no, or onl insignificant, environmental effects. Under
government interpretive policy. industry standards are not classified as
mitigation xwhen they are universally applied throughout Canada and they
form part of the project design. An "industry standard" is a practice
recognized by and used consistently throughout an industry, often a specification, code or guideline. Accordingly, if a project otherwise qualifies
for exemption from en\ ironmental assessment under the Exclusion List
Regulations, the presence of such standards would not prevent a project
type from being placed on the Exclusion List. 4
Model and replacement class screenings may also be used to streamline environmental assessment requirements for certain types of projects.
These screenings apply to classes of projects that are not likely to cause
significant adverse environmental effects, provided that certain design standards and other limitations have been met." A model class screening is
based on a generic assessment of a class of projects. The responsible authority adjusts the generic assessment for the location and other specific
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Esx luon Li t Regilatuoni, S ()R./ I1)4-639.
S4 The policy is found in a document called -Principles and Cntena for consideration for inclusion on the Exclusion [it " It was circulated to members of the Regulatory Ads isory Committee
(see, supra note 73) in 2002-20103 in connection ssith a process leading to additions to the Exclusion
List.

85. \udel class screenings, sec CEAI. supra note 2,s. 19(2)(bl; replacement class screenings, see
(E,l1
I. ibid., s 19(2)(a).
86. Canadian I.nvronmental Asesincnit Agency. Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. An
Ovett iot (Oi)ttaa 20031)
at para. 2.2. 1,online: Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency <http:/
/wv .ceaa.gccai0 12 002 (EAA-Ocr iex% c.pdf>.
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project details. The resulting assessment is a proiect specific assessment
report.
\ replacement class screening
a categoiN of class screenings introduced \\ ith 2003 CE \\ amendments, that requires no adjustments to make
the assessment project specit ic. A generic class assessment is used without
modification. Accordingly, a project that can be assessed by a replacement
class screening is similar to its being on the Exclusion List in that no individual assessment is required. Hox\e\ er, replacement class screening project
categories are more flexible than Exclusion List categories. The former,
but not the latter, may be conditional on mitigation or other adjustments
that do not constitute industry standards.
's

Concusion
The DFO's full compliance with Fisheries Act and CEAA requirements
xwould be challenging given current DFO resources. Nevertheless, the
solution is not non-compliance wvith legal requirements. Also, the solution
is not removing subsection 35(2) from the Law List Regulations, as has
been suggested to the author on occasion. Countless projects must be
assessed to avoid environmental degradation and better protect our
fisheries. The Table in Appendix I describes the advantages and protective
measures associated with a CEA,-X assessment.
The solutions are that the DFO comply with legal requirements and use
its economic resources and legal tools, including CEAA tools, to reduce or
streamline environmental assessment, to facilitate compliance. Those
solutions however, should not detract from the basic role of the DFO N\ hich
is to protect our fisheries resources in Canada. Accordingly, ultimately, the
DFO must be axxarded the resources for it to do its job.'
Appendix I
The following chart shows the difference between a project proceeding
With a CEAA environmental assessment as compared with a project
proceeding without a CEAA environmental assessment. The chart demonstrates the safeguards that CEAA offers in respect of broader input into
development of project design, enforceable mitigation conditions, opportunities for public involvement, regulated monitoring and other matters.

87. The author thanks the Alberta lngenuits Centre for Water Research, being one source of water
research funding that facilitated research for this article. The views in this article, however, are those
of the author.
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Project will or likely will
result in a HADD of fish
habitat

No CEAA Environmental
Assessment

CEAA Environmental
Assessment

Cons leration of cumulative
effec'

No requirement

Yes, s. 16(l)(a)

Public notice relating
to EA

No requirement

Yes, s.55.1(2) (a)requires
publication for screenings (except
class screenings), comprehensive
study or panel review. Act requires
other publication including,
scoping of project, various
documents relating to the EA,and
EAreports (s.55)

Public participation

No requirement

The Public has right to participate
in any level of the assessment.
CEAA requires that the public be
given opportunity to participate in
comprehensive studies (s. 21.2),
mediations and panel review (ss.
34 and 36); there isdiscretionary
public participation planning for
screenings (s.
18(3) (c)).

Mitigation measures

May be recommended but no
enforcement powers over
mitigation.

Mandatory consideration in EA
process in determining whether a
protect likely to have significant
environmental effects (ss. 16(1)
(d), 20 and 37).

Follow up pri, r,'" and
monitoring compliance

Responsible authority follow up
possible but not required No
enforcement of follow up
requirements. There isa potential
of a prosecution under the
fisheriesAct. No regulatory basis
for responsible authority
monitoring. Proponent monitoring
not enforceable

Designing and implementing a
follow up program mandatory for
comprehensive studies, mediation
or panel review and consideration
of a follow up program mandatory
for screenings (s. 38) Monitoring
has a regulatory basis where it isa
condition of authorization
Proponent monitoring enforceable
through authorization conditions.
Any mitigation measures imposed
must be in the power of
responsible authority to enforce or
that the responsible authority is
satisfied will be implemented by
some other body (s.20(1.1).
Mitigation measures normally
would be imposed as condition of
s.37(2) or 35(2) or authorization.
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Project will or likely will
result in a HADD of fish
habitat

No CEAA Environmental
Assessment

CEAA Environmental
Assessment

Enforcement capability

None, except by prosecuting a
HADD of fish habitat under s.
35(t ) However if a Letter of
Advice is issued and complied with
and HADD of fish habitat still
results, the defendant may raise
statutory due diligence defence or
mistakt of fact (Fisheries Act s.
786)"

An authorization isenforceable
under the Fisheries Act.

*

Explanation of terms:

"EA" means "en\ ironmental assessment."
'Cumulative effects" are effects that are likely to result from the project
in combination with other projects or activities that have been or will
be carried out. 9
* "Follow up program" is a program under the CEAA designed to verify
the accuracy of the environmental assessment of a project and determine the effectiveness of a mitigation measures. °

Fisheries Act. supra note I Section S.6 provides t,%o statutory defence, to all Fisherie lht
x.
offences. Section 7X.hi(a) states that no person may be convicted of an offence if she establishes that
she exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of the offence. Ifa person receives a Letter
of Advice, follows its recommendations and a HADD of fish habitat nevertheless results, section
78.6(a) would likely pro%ide a defence to a charge under section 35( 1). DFO', Directive, discussed
in Part I1of this article, acknowledgc, this. As set out in that Part, the Directive states that a Letter
of Advice gives proponents "some protection against enforcement action where due diligence has
been applied in implementing" the isrirten advice. Section 78.6(b) codifies the common law defence of mistake of fact. It provides that no person may be convicted of an offence if that person
reasonably and honestly belieed in the existence of facts that, if true, would render the person's
conduct innocent. A defendant who acts on a Letter of Advice could argue this defence if he or she
believed that the Letter of Advice sanctioned the conduct that resulted in a HADD of fish habitat. If
the court characterizes the defence as a mistake of fact the defence could succeed. Also relevant is
the common law defence of officially induced error. Ifa HADD of fish habitat results after compliance with a Letter of Advice a defendant could have a complete defence if the defendant can prove
that the government approved the defendant's course of action, even if it was not in compliance with
the law.
89. CEAA. supra note 2, s. 16(1 )(a).
90. Ibid, s. 2, definition of "follow up program."

